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ABSTRACT: This paper shows a model for food oral processing using quality function deployment. Modelling consists of two phases. In the first phase, authors constructed a generic flow chart of solid foods oral processing, based on which five oral processing quality demands were derived. These five characteristics were inputs in the second phase where a house of quality has been constructed translating oral processing characteristics into useful information for research and development of solid food. As a conclusion, authors suggest methods to validate this model with the aid of a qualified sensory panel and results of a consumers’ survey.

When validated, this method can be of interest in the product development process, especially for developing special purpose products such as food for denture wearers, food for healthy aging or food for sportsmen.
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INTRODUCTION

Epidemic health problems such as obesity, diabetes, and dyspepsia are becoming highly important. Limitations of masticatory performance and food choices may influence nutrient intake and gastrointestinal disorders in the elderly population (Brodeur et al., 1993). It is obvious that the elderly population may have difficulties with oral processing of hard solid foods. The cause of such a situation may be seen in the lack of jaw muscle strength and health of oral apparatus (Kohyama et al., 2003). Veyrune and Mioche (2000) showed that dental status roles the oral processing of meat. Masticatory performance influence gastric emptying rates, and digestion efficiency (Pera et al., 2002). On the other hand, consumer’s demands for healthier, yet tasteful food, are growing. Regarding that, food product design and quality modelling should be reconsidered from the customer’s viewpoint and newly gained knowledge in food oral processing.

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) dates from the second half of the 20th century. It was developed in post-WWII Japan, with the aim of better product design and production. In the early years, it was limited only to heavy industry (Costa et al., 2012). QFD is present in the food industry since 1987 (Charteris, 1993). It translates customer requirements throughout different phases of the product’s life cycle, ensuring the achievement of quality target values. Akao (2004) saw the QFD as a method...
that serves to develop a design quality, which aims to translate the customers’ requirements into the final quality characteristics. In this way, major quality assurance points should be determined and used in the production process. Thereby, customers’ quality demands should be satisfied. In order to transform customer’s quality demands, QFD uses matrices, known as houses of quality (HOQ), where the method itself may consist of several matrices. The first idea of the QFD method included four matrices (product planning, product design, production planning and quality planning). The purpose of each HOQ is to translate technical parameters from the previous one into further measurable parameters. Because of the food complexity, QFD application for food product development, in most of the cases included construction of the first HOQ (Benner et al., 2003; de Fátima Cardoso et al., 2015). Main elements of the HOQ are: (i) customer quality demands - WHATs, (ii) quality characteristics affecting customer requirements or technical parameters - HOWs, (iii) relationship between WHAT and HOW, and (iv) target values - HOW MUCH (Djekic et al., 2017). In recent years, QFD has been applied in many cases of food development, such as rice noodle (Waisarayutt and Tutiypak, 2006), puffed snacks (Wangcharoen et al., 2006), soft drink (Moldovan, 2014), organic fruit jelly (de Fátima Cardoso et al., 2015), shelf-life analysis of mushrooms Agaricus bisporus (Djekic et al., 2017), chicken meat and meat products (Djekic et al., 2018), and apple beverages treated with ultrasound (Jambrak, et al., 2018).

On the other hand, food oral processing represents a relatively new field of research in the domain of food science and technology. According to Chen (2009, 2014), food oral processing involves a series of actions, including first bite, chewing and mastication, food oral transportation, etc., with the aim of swallowable bolus formation. During this process, ingested food undergoes numerous changes, such as food structure failure, chemical changes related to oral enzymatic digestion, temperature-associated transitions (melting), saliva incorporation and particle agglomeration (Pascua et al., 2013; Stokes et al., 2013). Even though continuous efforts are made by scientists from food, psychology, physiology, dental and clinical studies, and other disciplines, exact mechanisms and governing principles of these oral operations are still not fully understood (Chen, 2009).

Oral processing is important for numerous aspects. Influence of different textures on the oral processing parameters has been shown by Zijlstra et al. (2010). Skamniotis et al. (2017) mentioned the importance of oral processing and mechanical properties of food and feed on human and pet’s health. Aguayo-Mendoza et al. (2019) showed that mechanical properties drive the oral processing of liquid, semi-solid and solid foods. The relevance of oral processing on sensory perception of flavour and taste had been clearly shown in recent researches (Neyraud et al., 2003; Neyraud et al., 2005). Some of the authors also showed a correlation between satiety and eating rate (Ferriday et al., 2015; Wang and Chen, 2017).

Because of its influence on the sensory perception, satiety and health, oral processing is attaching significant interest in latest years. Some of the authors have investigated the influence of formulation and production process variations on oral processing of bread (Gao et al., 2015; Jourdren et al., 2016; M. Panouillé et al., 2014), polysaccharide gels (Funami, 2017), strawberry custard (Aprea et al., 2006), model foods (Foster et al., 2006), etc. Although there is an interest in oral processing consideration within product development, to the best of authors’ knowledge, there is no structured method for food quality modelling which includes oral processing parameters.

According to the above mentioned, this paper deals with possible application of QFD. The aim of it is to include oral processing parameters into food product development. Such a solution in the process of quality modelling could contribute to better product design, especially in the case of products intended to special dietary patterns. HOQ provided by this research intends to translate customer’s demands on the oral processing parameters of solid (chewable) foods.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of the solid foods oral processing flowchart
Authors of this paper with the experience in the fields of food science, food quality, sensory analysis, and oral processing, took a part in the construction of a solid foods oral processing flowchart. Its construction was based on the following criteria: (i) literature review (Aguayo-Mendoza et al., 2019; Chen, 2014; Lucas et al., 1985; Lucas et al., 2002); (ii) observation of video recordings of consumption / mastication process performed at the Faculty of Agriculture; and (iii) use of Delphi method to stimulate and synthesize the opinions of experts (Heiko, 2012). After the review of relevant literature and video recordings observations, researchers reached consensus on the flowchart construction. The intention was to create a generic oral processing flowchart for all types of solid food and its construction was based on publication of Tague (2005).

QFD method for oral processing modelling
Oral processing HOQ consists of three parts - rooms: (i) demanded oral processing quality characteristics (WHATs), (ii) research & development (R&D) oral processing parameters that should be generic for all types of solid food (HOWs) and (iii) relationship between WHAT and HOW. HOQ has been modified in line with HOQs developed for mushrooms Agaricus bisporus Portobello (Djekic et al., 2017), apple beverages treated with high-power ultrasound (Jambrak, et al., 2018) and quality of dried apple treated with different drying techniques (Djekic et al., 2018).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first outcome of this paper is a solid food oral processing flowchart (Figure 1). Actions taken by solid food mastication are shown as rectangulars. Hardness perception occurs with the first bite (Duizer and Winger, 2006). The first bite is followed by the first deformation of the food material, after which it extends to the fracture (shown in rhombus). Oral processing continues with the acceptance of a broken piece of food into the oral cavity, after which comminution and bolus formation are taking place. Swallowing thresholds are determined by particle size and saliva incorporation (Engelen, et al., 2005). During all phases of oral processing, complex sensory perception sequences occur.

The second outcome is HOQ (Figure 2). The first room of the presented HOQ (WHATs) has five oral processing quality demands extracted from the oral processing flowchart (Figure 1) bearing in mind work of Costa et al. (2000), who defined these inputs as loose, vague, quantitative statements in the customer’s own words, which indicate benefits that customers expect to be fulfilled by the product. Quality characteristics mentioned here were defined based on the previous experimental experience in oral processing, literature findings and in accordance with solid food oral processing flowchart presented in this paper. However, fine tuning of selected characteristics should be considered depending on product specificities, the intended use of the product and customer’s needs.

Rankings of five quality characteristics (product breaks easily with the first bite; it’s easy to chew the product; product doesn’t require strong strokes; product doesn’t require too much time to swallow, and product doesn’t require a lot of saliva) are used as inputs for defining weight importance. $W_i$ is the weight importance of the $i$th demanded oral processing quality characteristics and should be identified by the customers, mainly through consumers’ survey. Relative weight is the percentage of the weight importance divided by the sum of all weight importance, equation 1.

$$RW_i = \frac{W_i}{\sum_i W_i} \times 100 \% \tag{1}$$

R&D oral processing characteristics (HOWs) used in the matrix are characteristics identified from literature related to solid food (Farooq and Sazonov, 2016; Funami, 2017; Hennenquin et al. 2005; Forde et al. 2013; Aguayo-Mendoza et al. 2019; Maud Panouillé et al., 2016). The following 10 oral processing parameters have been chosen: number of chews; total exposure time; chewing rate; eating rate;
Figure 1. Flowchart of solid food oral processing
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight importance</th>
<th>Demanded oral processing quality (WHats)</th>
<th>Oral processing parameters (HOWs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute</td>
<td>Q1. Product breaks easily with the first bite</td>
<td>H1. Number of chews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q2. It’s easy to chew the product</td>
<td>H2. Total exposure time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q3. Product doesn’t require strong strokes</td>
<td>H3. Chewing rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q4. Product doesn’t require too much time to swallow</td>
<td>H4. Eating rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q5. Product doesn’t require a lot of saliva (it doesn’t dry the oral cavity)</td>
<td>H5. Number of chews per gram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative</td>
<td></td>
<td>H6. Chewing cycle duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H7. Number of bolus particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H8. Area of bolus particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H9. Saliva uptake on half of mastication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H10. Bolus saliva uptake</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relationship between demanded oral processing quality and R&D oral processing parameters (WHats vs HOWs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolute weight importance</th>
<th>AW1</th>
<th>AW2</th>
<th>AW3</th>
<th>AW4</th>
<th>AW5</th>
<th>AW6</th>
<th>AW7</th>
<th>AW8</th>
<th>AW9</th>
<th>AW10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative absolute weight importance [%]</td>
<td>RAW1</td>
<td>RAW2</td>
<td>RAW3</td>
<td>RAW4</td>
<td>RAW5</td>
<td>RAW6</td>
<td>RAW7</td>
<td>RAW8</td>
<td>RAW9</td>
<td>RAW10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>[s]</td>
<td>[chews/s]</td>
<td>[g/s]</td>
<td>[chews/s]</td>
<td>[s/chew]</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>[mm²]</td>
<td>[%]</td>
<td>[%]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. House of quality for oral processing modelling

Qi – customer defined oral processing quality characteristics; Wi – weight importance of “i” oral processing quality characteristic; RWi – relative weight importance of “i” oral processing quality characteristic; Hj – Research and Development (R&D) defined oral processing parameters; RSij – relationship between customer and R&D oral processing characteristics; AWj - absolute weight importance; RAWj – relative absolute weight importance
number of chews per gram; chewing cycle duration; number of bolus particles; area of bolus particles; saliva uptake on half of mastication; and bolus saliva uptake. Relationships between the WHATs and HOWs in order to identify important product properties can be performed using the scale consisting of '0', '1', '3' and '9', where '9' indicates a very strong relationship, '3' strong, '1' weak, and '0' none (Cardoso et al., 2015; Park et al., 2012).

Absolute weight importance can be calculated using equation 2:

$$AW_j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i \cdot RS_{ij} \quad (2)$$

Where: $W_i$ is the weight importance (WHATs) of 'i' demanded oral processing quality characteristic ($n$ – number of demanded quality characteristics). $RS_{ij}$ is the relationship score (WHATs vs. HOWs) between demanded oral processing quality characteristic 'i' and R&D oral processing parameter 'j' ($m$ – number of R&D oral processing parameters). The relative absolute weight importance (RAW) can be calculated based on the absolute importance (Djekic et al., 2017; Park et al., 2012).

**CONCLUSIONS**

Application of the proposed method for oral processing modelling remains to be investigated in the future. Due to the food complexity, this flowchart should be validated for all solid (chewable) types of food. Demanded oral processing quality characteristics, or WHATs, need to be adjusted for the product specificities, the intended use of the product and customer's needs. Weight importance of oral processing quality characteristics should be defined through a consumers' survey. R&D oral processing parameters - HOWs presented in this paper should be the same for all types of solid foods. Relationship between demanded quality characteristics and oral processing parameters should be defined using an expert panel with experience in quality modelling, product development (food technologists), and with the understanding of oral processing.
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МОДЕЛОВАЊЕ ОРАЛНОГ ПРОЦЕСИРАЊА ЧВРСТЕ ХРАНЕ
КОРИШЋЕЊЕМ МЕТОДА QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT
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Сажетак: У овом раду приказан је модел оралног процесирања применом метода планирања квалитета усмереног ка потребама купаца (QFD - Quality Function Deployment). Моделовање се састојало из две фазе. У оквиру прве фазе, аутори су представили уопштени дијаграм тока оралног процесирања чврсте хране. На основу њега, изведено је пет захтева за квалитетом. Ових пет карактеристика представљају улазе у другу фазу коју чини кућа квалитета која је конструисана како би се превеле карактеристике оралног процесирања у информације које би могле бити од користи при истраживању и развоју чврсте хране. Као закључак, аутори предлажу методе за валидацију овог модела уз помоћ квалификованог сензорног панела и истраживања ставова потрошача. Када се валидира, ова метода може бити коришћена и у процесу развоја новог производа, послебно за развој производа посебне намене као што су храна за носиоце протеза, храна за здраво стариње или храна за спортисте.

Кључне речи: развој производа, дијаграм тока оралног процесирања чврсте хране, математичко моделовање квалитета
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